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ABSTRACT

The relationship between gravity wave momentum fluxes and local wind

speed is investigated for oceanic regions at high Southern latitude during aus-

tral spring. The motivation is to better describe the gravity wave field, by

identifying a simple relationship between gravity waves and the large-scale

flow. The tool used to describe the gravity waves are probability density func-

tions of the gravity wave momentum fluxes. Three independentdatasets

covering high latitudes in the Southern Hemisphere springtime are analyzed:

simulations with a mesoscale model, analyses from the European Center for

Medium-Range Weather Forecasts and observations from superpressure bal-

loons of the Concordiasi campaign in 2010. A remarkably robust relation is

found, with stronger momentum fluxes much more likely in regions of strong

winds. The tails of the probability density functions are well described as log-

normal. The median momentum flux increases linearly with background wind

speed: for winds larger than 50 ms−1, the median gravity wave momentum

fluxes are about 4 times larger than for winds weaker than 10 ms−1. From

model output, this relation is found to be relevant from the tropopause to the

mid-stratosphere at least, and to increase somewhat with height. Several dif-

ferent processes contribute to this relation, involving both the distribution of

sources and the effects of propagation and filtering. It is argued that the loca-

tion of tropospheric sources is the main contributor in the upper-troposphere

and lowermost stratosphere, and that lateral propagation into regions of strong

winds becomes increasingly important above.
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1. Introduction32

Internal gravity waves constitute a ubiquitous component of atmospheric motions, with horizon-33

tal scales ranging from a few kilometers to more than a thousand kilometers (Fritts and Alexander34

2003). These scales imply that at least some of their impactsneed to be represented by parameter-35

izations in atmospheric circulation models (Kim et al. 2003). They also imply that comprehensive36

measurements of atmospheric gravity waves constitute a tremendous challenge (Alexander et al.37

2010): global observations (from satellites) do not have a fine enough resolution to describe the38

whole spectrum, and measurements with a finer resolution generally provide only a limited spa-39

tial coverage. Progress is expected to come from collaborative efforts combining observations and40

high-resolution modelling, as illustrated by the recent comparisons between observed and modeled41

gravity waves (Geller et al. 2013).42

One of the most significant impacts of gravity waves results from the dynamical forcings they43

produce in the middle atmosphere (Andrews et al. 1987; Fritts and Alexander 2003): their dissi-44

pation induces a convergence of the momentum fluxes (MF) theytransport and hence a dynamical45

forcing. Many studies have focused on quantifying momentumfluxes and describing their geo-46

graphical and seasonal variations (e.g. Alexander et al. (2008); Ern et al. (2011)), to be compared47

with their modeled counterparts, parameterized or resolved.48

Over the last decade, considerable progress has been made onthe observations of the GWs in49

the lower stratosphere and the middle atmosphere. This progress follows the considerable im-50

provements in satellite measurements (e.g. Ern et al. (2004)) and in their use and interpretation51

(Alexander 2015), but also from in-situ ballons observations (Vincent et al. 2007; Geller and Gong52

2010). These observations, coupled to high resolution simulations reveal that the GW field is more53

intermittent than anticipated (Hertzog et al. 2008; Alexander et al. 2010), questionning the way54
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GWs are currently parameterized: having a few intense wave episodes rather than a continuous55

source with small intensity changes completely the altitudes at which the waves may be expected56

to dissipate and force the background flow. The probability density function (PDF) of absolute mo-57

mentum fluxes provides a good means to quantify intermittency and to compare different sources58

of information on gravity waves (Hertzog et al. 2012), and itis now also used to analyze gravity59

waves in satellite data (Wright et al. 2013). This intermittency in time and space of the grav-60

ity waves can be present in parameterizations that relate the gravity waves to their tropospheric61

sources. Whereas this is now commonly done for convective gravity waves (using schemes like62

Beres et al. (2004); Song and Chun (2005); Lott and Guez (2013);Bushell et al. (2015)), this is63

rather the exception for non-orographic gravity waves parameterizations (Charron and Manzini64

2002; Richter et al. 2010). The recent stochastic parameterization of de la Camara and Lott (2015)65

stands out as having been adapted to incorporate and reproduce this intermittency with a physi-66

cally based link to the tropospheric flow (Lott et al. 2010, 2012). Nonetheless, there is a pressing67

need for enhanced understanding of non-orographic gravitywaves (Plougonven and Zhang 2014).68

The framework and requirements of parameterizations naturally lead us to think in terms of69

sources, propagation and dissipation as the three successive and distinct stages (or processes) in70

the life cycle of a gravity wave packet. One would wish to be able to separate each of these71

processes and relate them to large-scale flow diagnostics. The gravity wave field being generally72

complex near jets and fronts (e.g. Zhang et al. (2001); Waiteand Snyder (2012); Plougonven et al.73

(2015)), a reasonable aim may be to identify factors in the large scale flow that most efficiently74

constrain the waveslikely to be found at a given time and location, rather than seek deterministic75

relations between the large-scale flow and characteristicsof gravity waves that occur at smaller76

scales.77
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Based on our investigation of the gravity wave field in severaldatasets, it has appeared qualita-78

tively that large values of non-orographic GWMF are more likely in regions of strong winds than79

in regions of weak winds. This is illustrated by two snapshots of the wind speed and GWMF at80

z= 20 km above the Southern Ocean in Figure 1. As expected, the wind speed is a large-scale81

field, with some small-scale modulations tied to gravity waves. In contrast, the GWMF is patchy,82

shows very large variations (note the logarithmic color scale) and displays variations on a wide83

range of spatial scales. Nonetheless, it appears that over ocean regions, the stronger values of84

GWMF are more likely to be found in regions of strong wind. The present investigation sets out85

to describe and quantify this relation for the Southern highlatitudes in austral spring. It turns out86

that a simple and robust relation can be found. Its interpretation and use are however not as clear,87

but we provide an example of use of this relation to critically assess the GWMF parameterized in88

the parameterization of the LMDz model.89

The aim of the present study is to describe and quantify the relation between non-orographic90

gravity waves and the strength of background stratosphericwind. The metrics used will be the91

PDFs of the absolute gravity wave momentum flux (GWMF), and theregion and season of interest92

is the Southern polar cap during austral spring. This choiceresults from the availability of relevant93

and complementary datasets (see below), but is also motivated by recent studies on the belt of94

enhanced gravity wave activity observed in the lower stratosphere in austral winter (Hendricks95

et al. 2014). This belt may be connected to the difficulty of models to describe the breakdown of96

the polar vortex in spring: it is suspected that this bias comes in part from missing gravity wave97

drag (McLandress et al. 2012; de la Camara et al. 2016).98

The datasets used include mesoscale simulations (Plougonven et al. 2013) and observations col-99

lected on superpressure balloon during the Concordiasi campaign (Rabier and coauthors 2010).100

The simulations have the advantage of providing a wide spatial and temporal coverage. The101
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balloon observations used constitute the most recent and accurate dataset available for gravity102

waves above the Southern polar cap (Geller et al. 2013). Comparison of these three datasets103

have been carried out, showing satisfactory agreement (Plougonven et al. 2013; Jewtoukoff et al.104

2015), similarly to other comparisons of the resolved gravity waves from the European Center for105

Medium-range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) analyses and variousobservations (Plougonven and106

Teitelbaum 2003; Wu and Eckermann 2008; Shutts and Vosper 2011).107

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the data used and methodology. The108

relation between gravity wave momentum fluxes and the local wind speed is explored in section 3,109

using PDF conditional on the background wind speed. The processes that may be contributing to110

this relation are discussed in section 4. Implications, limitations and perspectives are discussed in111

section 5.112

2. Data and methodology113

Several datasets are used in order to explore the relation ofGWMF to background wind speed:114

• mesoscale numerical simulations over the Southern polar cap, run for two months in the115

Austral spring of 2005 with a resolution ofdx= 20km;116

• analyses of the European Center for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF), for the117

months of September 2010 to January 2011, corresponding to the Concordiasi campaign.118

The resolution of the model was T1279, corresponding to a horizontal resolution of 0.125◦ or119

about 13 km, with 91 vertical levels corresponding approximately to 500m vertical spacing.120

• superpressure balloon measurements from the Concordiasi campaign, with the gravity waves121

analyzed using wavelets and taking advantage of the quasi-Lagrangian behavior of the bal-122

loons (Hertzog et al. 2008; Vincent and Hertzog 2014).123
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The resolution and limitations of each dataset are summarized in table 1. In the mesoscale sim-124

ulations, no gravity wave parameterization is used. In the ECMWF analyses, only the resolved125

waves are investigated. In the three datasets, in order to investigate only non-orographic gravity126

waves, we analyze the gravity wave MF over the oceans and far from islands or coastline (region127

5 of Plougonven et al. (2013)).128

Before providing more details on these datasets, some explanation on the logic of their choice is129

necessary. The relation between gravity waves and background winds was found when exploring130

the mesoscale simulations (Plougonven et al. 2013). The timing and location of these simulations131

aimed at a comparison with a first balloon campaign (Vorcore,austral spring of 2005) over Antarc-132

tica Hertzog et al. (2007). The Concordiasi campaign (austral spring of 2010) was very similar to133

Vorcore regarding geographical coverage and timing, but the measruements are much improved134

for gravity wave studies because of enhanced time resolution (every minute instead of every 15135

minutes, see 1). As our aim is not a comparison of the balloon measurements to the mesoscale136

simulations (see Plougonven et al. (2013); Hertzog et al. (2012); Plougonven et al. (2015)), it was137

logical to use the best available dataset for the balloon observations. The gravity wave momentum138

fluxes had been analyzed also in the ECMWF analyses (Jewtoukoffet al. 2015), so this readily139

provided a third, complementary dataset.140

The background flow over Antarctica during austral spring isdescribed from the mesoscale141

simulations (21/10/2005 to 18/12/2005) and from the ECMWF analyses (September to December142

2010) in figures 4 and 3. It consists of an upper-troposphericjet between 40◦S and 60◦S. It is a143

region of active baroclinic instability, and is found to be somewhat stronger between 0◦ and about144

120◦. In the lower stratosphere, atz= 20 km, the flow is dominated by the polar vortex, which is145

strongest at the end of winter, and breaks up in late spring. The polar vortex is at more poleward146

latitudes, between 55◦S and 75◦S. The mean winds in the mesoscale simulations are weaker and147
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show more longitudinal variations, which is mainly due to a shorter time interval and their timing148

in late spring.149

The numerical dataset is derived from mesoscale simulations carried out with the Weather Re-150

search and Forecast Model (WRF, Skamarock et al. (2008)), witha domain encompassing Antarc-151

tica and the Southern Ocean and for a time period of two monthsfrom October 21st to December152

18th, 2005. The domain covers an area 10,000×10,000km wide centered on the South Pole, with153

a resolution ofdx = 20km in the horizontal and 120 levels going up to 5 hPa, see Plougonven154

et al. (2013) for a complete description. Comparison with balloon observations from the Vor-155

core campaign (Hertzog et al. 2008) showed good agreement between the simulated and observed156

momentum fluxes (Plougonven et al. 2013; Hertzog et al. 2012), though both suffered from under-157

estimation because of the limited resolutions.158

The balloon measurements used come from the Concordiasi campaign which took place in the159

austral spring of 2010 (Rabier and coauthors 2010). Long-duration balloons provide one of the160

most accurate estimates of GWMF (Geller et al. 2013). The temporal resolution of measurements161

for Concordiasi has been greatly enhanced relative to previous campaigns (measurements every162

30s instead of every 15 min), allowing to resolve the full spectrum of gravity waves, hence our163

choice of this campaign rather than Vorcore (austral spring2005). The trajectories of the balloons,164

shown in Figure 2, covered a wide area, part of which is over the Southern Ocean, allowing for165

the investigation of non-orographic waves. In the balloon observations, the momentum fluxes166

are estimated using a wavelet analysis: the continuous Morlet wavelet transform applied on the167

balloon timeseries of pressure, and zonal and meridional winds allows us to locate gravity-wave168

packets in the time/intrinsic-frequency space, and to estimate phase shifts between these time169

series. This information, together with the gravity-wave linear theory, are then used to compute170

momentum fluxes. Note that wavelet coefficients with magnitude smaller than three times the171
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standard deviation of measurement noise are discarded fromthe statistics. This has probably172

the detrimental effect of removing some real geophysical signal, but provides confidence that173

we do not interpret measurement noise as real gravity waves.The reader is referred to Boccara174

et al. (2008) and Vincent and Hertzog (2014) for further details on how we compute gravity-wave175

momentum fluxes from the balloon timeseries. These papers also provide estimates of the accuracy176

with which momentum fluxes are assessed. In particular, Boccara et al. (2008) report that the177

retrieved gravity-wave momemtum fluxes are underestimatedby about 10%, and associated with178

a (1−σ) uncertainty of 10%.179

These or similar datasets have been inter-compared previously: the mesoscale simulations180

have been validated with data from the Vorcore superpressure campaign (Hertzog et al. 2008;181

Plougonven et al. 2013; Hertzog et al. 2012), and the ECMWF analyses have been shown to con-182

tain realistic gravity waves by comparison to the Concordiasi campaign Jewtoukoff et al. (2015).183

The reader is directed to these earlier studies for an intercomparison of these datasets.184

The gravity wave field is characterized by the PDF of the absolute momentum fluxes,185

ρ
√

(u′w′)2 +(v′w′)2. In the model output, the momentum fluxes are obtained by high-pass filter-186

ing spatially the velocity components, see Plougonven et al. (2013) and Jewtoukoff et al. (2015)187

for further details. As described above, the observed timeseries of momentum fluxes are obtained188

after a wavelet-based identification of wave packets in the time series of velocity (Boccara et al.189

2008; Vincent and Hertzog 2014).190

3. Relation between gravity waves and local wind speed191

In order to investigate only non-orographic gravity waves,we analyze the gravity wave MF over192

the oceans (region 5 of Plougonven et al. (2013)). In order tocompare with superpressure balloons,193
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the analysis of model output is carried out atz= 20 km. This is slightly higher than the flight194

levels of the balloons (between 17 and 19 km).195

a. In different datasets196

Gravity wave momentum fluxes in the mesoscale simulations documented by Plougonven et al.197

(2013) are first investigated. PDFs of absolute momentum fluxes were obtained, using 200 bins198

that are equally spaced for the logarithm of the GWMF. The PDFsare conditional on the back-199

ground windspeedU(x, y, z, t) (i.e. simply the total wind speed at that location and time) which200

was partitionned in intervals of 10 ms−1, see Figure 5: for example the green curve corresponds to201

p(F |30 < U < 40 ms−1), i.e. the probability to find the value F of the GWMF, knowing that the202

background wind is between 30 and 40 ms−1. Each of these curves, by definition, is normalized203

such that
∫ ∞

0 p(F |30 < U < 40 ms−1)dF = 1. Finally, note that the vertical axis if logarithmic,204

to provide detail on the tail of the distributions (rare but intense events which account for a large205

part of the average GWMF (Hertzog et al. 2012)). Strikingly, the PDFs are found to be very con-206

strained by the background wind, with the frequency of occurence of GWMF larger than 5 mPa207

systematically increasing with background horizontal wind speedU . For example, values of the208

GWMF between 35 and 40 mPa are about 100 more likely where the wind is larger than 50ms−1
209

than where the wind is weaker than 10ms−1. Note finally that the graphs (semilog in the vertical210

axis) purposefully emphasize the tails of the PDFs: becauseof the intermittency of the gravity211

waves, it is the rare, large events described by the tail of the PDF that matter most (Hertzog et al.212

2012). The thin lines in Figure 5 are lognormal approximations of the PDFs, to be discussed in213

the following subsection.214

Figure 6 shows the PDFs of GWMF estimated from the ECMWF analyses, over the same ge-215

ographical region but for the time of the Concordiasi campaign. Again, strikingly, the PDFs of216
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momentum fluxes are stratified by the background velocity. The values of the momentum fluxes217

are somewhat larger than those found in the WRF simulations, bya factor 2-3. This is consistent218

with the expected sensitivity to resolution, whether basedon sensitivity tests (Plougonven et al.219

2013) or on the truncation of the spectrum of resolved waves (Jewtoukoff et al. 2015).220

Figure 7 shows the PDFs of GWMF in balloon observations, conditional on the background wind221

speed. Relative to Figures 5 and 6, there are surprising similarities and expected differences. The222

differences include the more irregular nature of the PDFs, expected from a more limited sampling,223

and the significantly larger values of the GWMF, expected because of the limited resolution of the224

simulations, see discussion in Jewtoukoff et al. (2015). Itis worth stressing that these curves are225

obtained fromin situ measurements, that our focus on non-orographic waves induces a limited226

sampling (see figure 2), and that most of the information is inthe tail of the PDFs, i.e. carried227

by few, rare events. Hence, it is normal that the curves are noisier than the ones obtained from228

model output. The ordering of the PDFs is not as perfect as formodel output, what is striking is229

rather that, even with such limited sampling, the ordering does come out. The overall picture is230

again that the tails of the PDFs are generally ordered by the background windspeed, with small231

exceptions that are compatible with noise due to the limitedsampling. Hence the main result232

we retain is the similarity and confirmation of a strong sensitivity of the PDF to the windspeed.233

Again, for GWMF values larger than 10 mPa, the curves are generally ordered according to the234

background wind speed, and the occurrence frequency of large GWMF varies by more than one235

order of magnitude as a a function ofU .236

In summary, information on the local wind speed in the lower stratosphere already provides237

significant information about the GWMF that are likely present. This has been obtained over the238

ocean for the Southern high latitudes in austral spring. Thepreference for strong GWMF values239

to be present in regions of strong windspeeds comes out with striking agreement from the three240
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datasets, whether from observations or from models, and therefore we consider this a very robust241

result. It is consistent with a well-known aspect of the spatial distribution of GWMF, i.e. the belt242

of large values found in the stratospheric polar vortex (Hendricks et al. 2014). This belt has been243

noted in a number of previous studies in time-averaged fields, not from instantaneous values. It244

has been argued that horizontal propagation and refractioninto the jet contributed to this spatial245

distribution of the gravity waves (Dunkerton 1984; Sato et al. 2009). The present approach sheds246

a different light on this phenomenology: without referenceto geography, it may provide a useful247

and compact quantification of this preference for large GWMF to be present in regions of strong248

winds.249

Figure 8 shows the medians and the geometric standard deviations in the three datasets, as a250

function of the background wind speedU . The medians have been normalized for the comparison,251

whereas the geometric standard deviations naturally are dimensionless (Limpert et al. 2001). For252

a sample of values following a lognormal distribution with amedianF50 and a geometric standard253

deviationσ∗ > 1, 68.2% of the values are expected in the interval[F50/σ∗, F50σ∗], and 95.5% in254

the interval[F50/σ∗2, F50σ∗2]. The dimensional values of the medians can be found in table 2.255

Both the values directly calculated from the series of GWMF values (left column) and the values256

describing the lognormal fits (right column) are displayed.The main, robust conclusion to retain257

from these panels is that the medians systematically increase with the background wind speed,258

the increase being surprisingly consistent between the different datasets (factor 3 to 5 between the259

median for the weakest winds and for the strongest winds). The geometric standard deviations260

vary significantly from one dataset to another (with the observations in between the two values261

from the models), but within a dataset they are remarkably insensitive to the background wind262

speed.263
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4. Interpretation264

The relation highlighted in the previous section appears remarkable because it is robust across265

several datasets, and because it is simple and can be very succintly summarized (section 3A1266

above). In the present section, we try and identify processes that may contribute to this relation,267

and then further explore this relation in model output and with an offline parameterization, dis-268

cussing implications for the relevance of the different candidate processes.269

a. Candidate processes270

Several processes are likely to play a role and contribute tothe relation between GWMF and271

background wind speed:272

1. alignment in the vertical of the tropospheric sources andof strong stratospheric winds above:273

the distribution of sources below may have its maxima coinciding with the polar vortex, with274

vertical propagation sufficient to yield more intense GWMF inregions of strong winds.275

2. Wind filtering: critical levels remove waves with phase velocities matching the wind (An-276

drews et al. 1987). Regions of strong stratospheric winds maycorrespond to locations below277

which there has been less filtering, the strong winds allowing more of the gravity wave spec-278

trum to go through.279

3. Lateral propagation of waves: lateral propagation and focusing into the jet is known to occur280

(Dunkerton 1984; Sato et al. 2009, 2012), and can lead to enhanced GWMF in regions of281

strong winds.282

4. shear as a source of waves: a strong wind speed in the lower stratosphere may oftentimes be283

associated with strong shear between the troposphere and the stratosphere. Now PV anoma-284

lies in shear may act as a source of gravity waves (Lott et al. 2010, 2012).285
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The different processes outlined above are expected to havedifferent signatures on the relation286

between GWMF and local windspeed. In the following sections we explore the relation between287

GWMF and wind speed further, and use those results to discuss the possible relevance of the288

mechanisms 1-4 outlined above.289

b. Variation with altitude290

The output of the WRF simulations and of the ECMWF analyses document the relation of291

GWMF and wind speed at different heights. Figure 9 shows the PDFs of GWMF conditional292

on the background wind for several heights from the tropopause to the mid-stratosphere. Strik-293

ingly, the sensitivity of the PDFs holds at these different altitudes. As expected from previous294

investigations (e.g. Hertzog et al. (2012)) momentum fluxesdecrease with height, and the tails295

of the PDFs diminish significantly with height. Similar figures were obtained from the ECMWF296

analyses, at heights of 10, 15, 20 and 30 km. Again, the figures(not shown) are characterized297

by a robust relation between momentum fluxes and background wind speed at all heights, and the298

expected decrease of momentum fluxes with height.299

In order to determine how the sensitivity of momentum fluxes evolve with height, figure 10300

summarizes the variations with background wind speed of themedian momentum fluxes, for the301

different heights and for the two different models. Again, the medians are normalized by the mean302

of the medians for 20< U < 30ms−1 and 30< U < 40ms−1. The two figures are remarkably303

similar, showing first that the relation is robust and holds at different heights, second that the slope304

increases a little with height, and third that it deviates from a linear relation at the lowest and305

highest heights.306

Assuming that the sources for momentum fluxes are in the troposphere, the sensitivity of the307

GWMF PDF to the background wind bears different meanings at different heights: in the low-308
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ermost stratosphere, this suggests that the sources are tied to the jet region, which is expected309

(Plougonven and Zhang 2014). Higher in the stratosphere, and given that larger momentum fluxes310

in the upper-troposphere are associated with strong winds,it shows that the propagation does not311

counteract this relation, and in fact somewhat enhances it.Lateral propagation into the regions of312

stronger winds and critical filtering in regions of weak winds both will tend to enhance the sensi-313

tivity of GWMF to U . The present analysis does not allow to conclude on the relative importance314

of both effects.315

If strong stratospheric winds were simply co-located in thevertical with strong upper-316

tropospheric winds, the PDFs of momentum fluxes in the stratosphere should have the same sen-317

sitivity to tropospheric winds as to local wind. Figure 11 illustrates that this is not the case by318

displaying PDFs of GWMF at 30 km altitude, conditional on the wind speed at 10 km. Although319

there is still some sensitivity, most of the information hasbeen lost and the differerent PDFs are320

no longer sorted by knowledge of the wind speed below. This constitutes some evidence for the321

importance of lateral propagation that has already been emphasized by other means in previous322

studies (Sato et al. 2012; Senf and Achatz 2011; Ribstein et al. 2015).323

Another piece of evidence for lateral propagation comes from the PDF of the orientation of324

the wave momentum flux relative to the background wind atz = 20 km, shown in the upper325

panel of figure 12. This was obtained from the WRF simulations bycalculating the angle, at all326

locations over the ocean, between the momentum flux vector and the local wind. As seen from327

figure 4, both the north and south sides of the jet core are sampled in the oceanic region used for328

the present analysis. Waves are predominantly found to propagate against the flow, i.e. angles329

between 90 and 270 degrees, and this asymmetry is much more pronounced than atz = 20 km330

(lower panel of figure 12. The difference between the two altitudes is consistent with the expected331

effect of filtering by the wind. Moreover, there is atz = 20 km a strong asymmetry with the332
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mode of the PDF corresponding to an angle of about 225 degrees. Knowing that the winds in the333

polar vortex are predominantly westerlies, this is indicative of poleward propagation, from source334

regions located more to the North. Finally, note that this figure is reminiscent of the PDF of the335

orientation of gravity wave momentum fluxes that was displayed in Plougonven et al. (2015) (their336

figure 21), but with a somewhat stronger anisotropy.337

c. Tropospheric sources338

The spatial variations of the gravity wave field is, evidently, in part tied to those of the sources.339

Nonetheless, this information may be more difficult to capture because non-orographic sources340

other than convection remain elusive (Plougonven and Zhang2014) and difficult to quantify.341

Moreover, as gravity waves ascend in the stratosphere, their propagation modulates the wave field342

in such a way that the background wind may, on its own, convey more information than the knowl-343

edge only of tropospheric sources.344

The present section aims at testing whether simple diagnostics that are tied to tropospheric345

jet/front systems may provide as much information, or more,regarding the gravity wave field than346

the local wind speed. We restrict our considerations to diagnostics that are simple and very easily347

available, as was the case for the local wind speed (investigating more sophisticated diagnostics348

such as the frontogenesis function Charron and Manzini (2002) or the residual of the nonlinear349

balance equation Zhang et al. (2001) is not the purpose of thepresent study.) We will consider350

vorticity, at the surface or in the mid-troposphere, and surface pressure. The former is indicative of351

fronts, the latter will have a signature at large scales and will point out regions of active cyclogen-352

esis. Other diagnostics could be proposed based on past attempts to parameterize non-orographic353

gravity waves (Charron and Manzini (2002); Richter et al. (2010) used the frontogenesis func-354

tion in mid-troposphere) or on idealized and real case studies (O’Sullivan and Dunkerton (1995);355
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Plougonven et al. (2003); Zhang (2004); Zülicke and Peters (2006, 2008) suggest indicators of356

imbalance such as Lagrangian Rossby numbers and the residualof the nonlinear balance equa-357

tion). The range of possibilities is large and its exploration is not the purpose of the present study.358

The present question is merely: for the region and season of interest, is there a potential source359

diagnostic, having comparable simplicity to local wind speed, that carries comparable information360

on GWMF?361

Figure 13 shows PDFs of gravity wave momentum fluxes, conditional on different indicators of362

tropospheric activity. The curves plotted are illustrative: there is very little sensitivity of the PDFs363

to the underlying vorticity. Similar tests were carried outusing the ECMWF analyses, with similar364

results. In part, this results from the small-scale character of vorticity: even for gravity waves365

emanating from fronts, they may not show good correlation with the underlying fronts because366

they propagate away horizontally from the narrow maximum ofvorticity which is the signature of367

the front. This motivated the use of surface pressure, whichhas signatures on larger scales and for368

which we expect gravity waves to be enhanced near negative anomalies (extra-tropical cyclones369

and regions of enhanced precipitation). The PDFs indeed show some sensitivity to this condition370

on surface pressure, yet the ’stratification’ of the PDFs based on this condition is much weaker than371

that obtained simply from using the wind at 10 km. Hence another attempt has consisted in using372

vorticity as a condition, but after having averaged it spatially. Figure 14 shows the PDFs of GWMF373

again, conditional on the surface vorticity (top) and mid-tropospheric vorticity (bottom) averaged374

in boxes that are 10 degrees longitude by 5 degrees latitude.The GWMF do show significant375

sensitivity to the last of these diagnostics, i.e. mid-tropospheric vorticity spatially averaged. This376

brings support to the choice made by de la Camara and Lott (2015) to use tropospheric vorticity as377

the indicator for non-orographic, non-convective gravitywave sources. Their motivation for this378
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choice came from theoretical studies of waves emitted by sheared PV anomalies (Lott et al. 2010,379

2012).380

While it will be of interest to explore further the sensitivity of GWMF to different indicators381

of the tropospheric flow, the present investigations sufficefor the following conclusions: first, the382

sensitivity of GWMF to the background wind speed in the lower stratosphere is remarkable and383

it is not straightforward to find a tropospheric diagnostic that carries more, or even comparable,384

information. Second, possible candidates for such a tropospheric diagnostic include the surface385

pressure and the mid-tropospheric vorticity (spatially averaged for the latter, as this is a small-scale386

field).387

d. Vertical propagation and parameterizations388

It is known that the vertical propagation of waves in the large-scale winds is sufficient to repro-389

duce much of the spatial variability of the gravity wave field(Alexander 1998). As a method to390

test how much vertical propagation, on its own, can lead to differences in the PDFs of GWMF391

depending on the backrgound wind, one can use parameterizations from an Atmospheric General392

Circulation Model (AGCM) run in offline mode. As the near totality of GW parameterizations,393

the one of LMDz makes the columnar approximation, i.e. gravity waves are assumed to propagate394

only vertically. Two key advantages of the LMDz parameterization for the present comparison are395

that it has been designed to describe fluxes that are consistent with observations regarding spectra396

and intermittency de la Camara et al. (2014), and it includes frontal/jet sources that are physically397

tied to the resolved tropospheric flow in the model de la Camaraand Lott (2015). Following the398

theoretical arguments of Lott et al. (2010, 2012), the parameterization evaluates the grid-scale399

vorticity and Richardson number to determine the amplitude of the GWMF emitted, and as a con-400

sequence represents the observed GWMF intermittency reasonably well (de la Camara and Lott401
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2015). Therefore it becomes straightforward, with this parameterization, to produce PDFs of the402

GWMF conditional on the background wind speed and compare those with the ones obtained403

above from resolved waves. Input data for the offline runs aredaily wind and temperature fields404

from ERA-Interim for the September 2010 - January 2011 period. Results are shown at 20 km405

height south of 40◦S. Note that the purpose here is to test the effect of verticalpropagation and406

critical filtering (the offline runs are used as a tool to isolate vertical propagation), not to evaluate407

the most recent version of the constantly evolving parameterization.408

Figure 15 shows the PDFs of GWMF conditional on background wind speed in four config-409

urations. The impact of having sources that are physically tied to the tropospheric flow can be410

seen by comparing the left and right columns: the latter shows results of an offline run of the411

parameterization where the initial fluxes are set to follow alognormal distribution, but with no412

information from the tropospheric flow. With the phase speedspectrum that is used operationally413

in LMDZ (i.e. a Gaussian distribution of intrinsic phase speeds centered on 0ms−1 with a standard414

deviation of 40ms−1) the parameterized fluxes that come from homogeneous sources show little415

sensitivity to the background wind speed. This is probably due to the fact that the change in winds416

between the launch level and the measurement level is often well below the characteristic value417

of 40ms−1 used in the parameterization. With the same phase speed spectrum, one can see from418

the top left panel that the present version of the parameterization (with sources estimated from the419

tropospheric flow using vorticity (Lott et al. 2010; de la Camara and Lott 2015)) does reproduce420

part of the sensitivity of the GWMF to the background wind speed. This reflects the collocation421

of the sources and high wind regions in the upper-troposphere region, as expected from previous422

sections. With homogeneous sources, it is possible to obtain a sensitivity of GWMF to background423

wind speed, but this requires a drastic change in the phase speed spectrum (standard deviation of424

10ms−1). The sensitivity to the launch level was also investigated, but had little impact. Finally,425
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the effect of reducing the phase speeds in the parameterization with varying sources was tested426

(lower left panel). Here again, this reduction of the phase speeds allows to obtain a significant427

dependence of the GWMF to the background wind speed. Note thatthis dependence remains428

weaker than that found in the three datasets investigated insection 3. In other words, it appears429

that specifying the sources from the tropospheric flow accounts for a small part of the relation430

between GWMF and wind speed. It would be possible to account for a more significant part of431

this relation by critical filtering and vertical propagation only, but this requires a drastic reduction432

of the phase speed spectrum, a reduction which seems unrealistic relative to observations (e.g.433

Jewtoukoff et al. (2015)) and would be an obstacle for the parameterization to fulfill its role in434

forcing the upper-stratosphere and mesosphere circulation.435

5. Summary and conclusion436

The relation of non-orographic gravity waves to the background flow has been investigated for437

waves in the Southern high latitudes in springtime. Severalrecent observational and numerical438

studies have emphasized the importance of the intermittency of the gravity wave field (Hertzog439

et al. 2008; Alexander et al. 2010; Hertzog et al. 2012; Plougonven et al. 2013; Wright et al. 2013)440

and have proposed PDFs of momentum fluxes as a description of gravity wave momentum fluxes441

(GWMF) which includes their intermittency. We have investigated the sensitivity of PDFs of442

GWMF to the local background wind speed,U , in three different and complementary datasets: re-443

solved waves in mesoscale simulations (Plougonven et al. 2013) and in analyses from the ECMWF444

(Jewtoukoff et al. 2015) and measurements from long-duration balloons of the Concordiasi cam-445

paign (Rabier and coauthors 2010). In order to focus on non-orographic gravity waves, only446

oceanic regions far from orography were considered. It was found that the background wind speed447

provides significant information on the expected gravity wave MF in this region. The PDF of MF448
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conditional on the background wind speed,U , displayed systematically longer tails and larger me-449

dians for largerU (figures 5, 6 and 7). Very good agreement was found between thethree very450

different datasets, providing strong evidence that this isa very robust feature in this region. This451

relation appears attractively simple, but one should keep in mind that it in only descriptive, i.e. it452

is not straightforwardly tied to specific processes, as discussed further below.453

The present study also confirmed that for non-orographic waves the tails of the PDFs, even454

for a subset chosen based on background wind values, are verywell approximated as lognormal455

(Hertzog et al. 2012). Hence, the variation of the PDFs of GWMFwith respect to the local wind456

speed was synthesized using their medians and their geometric standard deviation (Limpert et al.457

2001). As expected, the medians differ in absolute value (Geller et al. 2013; Jewtoukoff et al.458

2015), but their relative variations displayed remarkableconsistency between the three datasets.459

At an altitude of 20 km, the median momentum flux for winds larger than 50 ms−1 is about 4460

times larger than those for winds weaker than 10 ms−1. It is noteworthy that the observational461

dataset falls in between the two numerical datasets. The geometric standard deviations also differ462

in value between the different datasets, but they are strikingly insensitive to the background wind463

speed. For each dataset, they appear as a rather constant parameter for the PDFs of GWMF.464

This bias for larger MF in regions of strong winds is consistent with previous results empha-465

sizing a belt of strong gravity wave activity in the stratospheric jet (Ern et al. 2004; Alexander466

et al. 2010; Sato et al. 2009). Several factors may contribute to this: spatial variations of the tro-467

pospheric sources (Hendricks et al. 2014), lateral propagation (Sato et al. 2012), local generation468

tied to the stratospheric winds (e.g. Sato and Yoshiki (2008)) or the vertical shear (e.g. Lott et al.469

(2010, 2012)). The relative importance of these different processes was investigated by analyzing470

the variation with height of GWMF, the relation of GWMF to simple indicators of tropospheric471

synoptic activity, and by using an offline parameterization(de la Camara and Lott 2015).472
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At all heights investigated in the outputs of the models between altitudes of 10 and 20 km,473

the same relation between GWMF and background wind speed was found. Different processes474

contribute to this, with their relative importance which necessarily varies with height: near the475

tropopause, the location of sources dominates, whereas effects of propagation should become in-476

creasingly important with height. At an altitude of 10 km, a strong sensitivity to local wind was477

found, implying that the relation above is not purely a result of propagation in the lower strato-478

sphere. The contrast between GWMF in strong winds relative toweak winds increases somewhat479

with height, indicating that propagation contributes to maintain and even enhance this relation.480

Nonetheless, this relation is already present at the tropopause level. This reflects that the sources481

are tied to the upper-tropospheric jet, which is expected. The sensitivity to other diagnostics of482

the large-scale flow at an altitude of 10 km was also investigated, as a modest attempt to check483

if a higher level of information on the GWMFs could readily be obtained. Simple tropospheric484

diagnostics indicative of regions of extra-tropcial cyclones or fronts were used as conditions for485

the PDFs: surface vorticity, surface pressure, mid-tropospheric vorticity. As the vorticity field486

has much variability at small scales, it was averaged spatially for a fair comparison. These tests487

suggest that only the surface pressure and the spatially averaged mid-tropospheric vorticity pro-488

vided information on the GWMF at 10 km. The sensitivity is at best comparable to that found489

for local wind. This provides additional justification to the choice of parameterization made by490

de la Camara and Lott (2015), but further investigation wouldbe required to explore more efficient491

tropospheric diagnostics.492

This latter parameterization (de la Camara and Lott 2015) provides an ideal tool to test the493

role of vertical propagation and critical level filtering inthe relation between GWMF and wind494

speed: indeed, as the waves are launched stochastically andfollow a lognormal distribution, plots495

similar to the ones obtained from observations and high-resolution models can be produced and496
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compared. By construction, the parameterization only takesinto account vertical propagation.497

The sources can be tied to the tropospheric flow, or they can bemade horizontally and temporally498

homogeneous, so as to isolate the effect of vertical propagation. These tests provide evidence that499

confirm that the collocation of sources and high-wind regions in the upper-troposphere accounts500

for part of the relation found at 20 km between GWMF and wind speed, but only for a small part.501

The tests further show that it is possible to reproduce part of this relation by changing the phase502

speed spectrum of the waves launched, but that this requiresa drastic reduction of the phase speeds503

(factor 4 relative to what is used successfully in the onlineversion of the parameterization). It is504

therefore plausible to interpret these results as indirectevidence that variability of the sources and505

vertical propagation alone can not account for the relationthat is found in both observations and506

numerical models. In other words, this is likely evidence for a missing process, presumably lateral507

propagation.508

Lateral propagation is known to occur (Dunkerton 1984; Satoet al. 2012). Now, this lateral509

propagation is more pronounced for low-frequency waves than for high-frequency waves (Preusse510

et al. 2008), and hence one might object that our analysis relies on model output which likely has511

a bias towards low frequencies for gravity waves Preusse et al. (2014). However, the presence of512

the relation between GWMF and wind speed in observations fromConcordiasi balloons imply that513

this relation does not apply only to low-frequency waves: whereas the model output (WRF and514

ECMWF) presumably have a bias towards low-frequency waves because of their limited horizontal515

resolution, the balloon measurements describe the full spectrum of gravity waves (Jewtoukoff et al.516

2015).517

Further evidence for lateral propagation stemmed from the investigation of the orientation of518

the gravity wave momentum fluxes relative to the local wind: the most likely orientation at an519

altitude of 20 km corresponds to waves propagating against the wind but obliquely (coming from520
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low latitudes and propagating toward the pole). This is consistent with the main source of waves521

being in the tropospheric storm tracks, which are more equatorward than the poloar night jet, and522

confirms the lateral propagation already highlighted in theliterature (Sato et al. 2009).523

The purpose of the present study was to describe the relationof GWMF to diagnostics of the524

large-scale flow, in the lower-stratosphere. A remarkably robust and simple relation was found525

between background wind speed and GWMF. It seems attractive because of its compactness and526

robustness, at least for high Southern latitudes and austral spring. How relevant this relation is for527

other regions where non-orographic waves are expected to dominate, or at other times, remains528

an open question. If it is, and is not too sensitive to location and season, it may provide a novel529

and compact description of the bias for stronger GWMF in regions of strong winds, and become a530

tool for analyzing gravity waves, complementary to the description of geographical and seasonal531

variations.532
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A1. Lognormal approximation of the tails544

The description of the PDF of momentum fluxes highlights the significant weight of rare but545

intense events. This emphasizes that describing sources ofnon-orographic gravity waves in pa-546

rameterizations using a constant value is inappropriate (de la Camara et al. 2014). Now, PDFs of547

GWMF could well be described by a lognormal distribution (Hertzog et al. 2012). A lognormal548

distribution is found for a strictly positive variable whose logarithm is normally distributed (e.g.549

Limpert et al. (2001)). Because the propagation through successive layers of the atmosphere can550

be seen as a succession of multiplicative reductions of the momentum fluxes, it has been argued551

that propagation alone could explain the relevance of lognormal distributions (Hertzog et al. 2012).552

But other reasons, linked to wave sources in the troposphere,may also be relevant. For example,553

it has been repeatedly highlighted that waves spontaneously generated are exponentially small554

in Rossby number (Vanneste and Yavneh 2004; Plougonven et al.2005; Vanneste and Yavneh555

2007; Lott et al. 2010). If the distribution of local Rossby number can be roughly described as a556

Gaussian, the spontaneously emitted waves naturally follow a lognormal distribution (Vanneste,557

personal communication).558

The focus on the tails of the distribution and their presentation in semilog plots may hide the fact559

that the vast majority of values are wery weak. To illustratethis and clarify how the PDFs are ap-560

proximated with a lognormal distribution, an example is shown in Figure 16 for momentum fluxes561

from the WRF simulations over the ocean: the top panel shows a standard plot, emphasizing that562

the most likely values are close to zero, whereas the bottom panel shows a semilog plot, reveal-563

ing a shallow tail which extends to large values. Two approximate distributions are overlaid: the564

lognormal with the same median and geometric standard deviation (F50 = 0.87 mPa,σ∗ = 3.16),565

and a lognormal that has been adjusted to better describe thetail (F50 = 0.95 mPa,σ∗ = 3.23).566
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The adjustment is carried out using a least squares fit on the logarithms of the distribution, starting567

from the first percentile. Leaving out the weakest values is justified because they are not the more568

reliable part of the distribution. In particular the threshold applied during the wavelet analysis569

of the balloon timeseries may be responsible for an underestimation of the smallest momentum570

fluxes in this dataset (see Section 2). There was very little sensitivity to the percentile from which571

we start the fit (first, fifth, tenth. . . ).572

Fits to lognormal distributions have been carried out for the three datasets and an illustration is573

presented in figure 17 for the GWMF in the WRF simulations, which serves to illustrate two points:574

a minor point is that the PDFs change slowly with height, so that the figure corresponding to a575

height within the height range of the balloons (17 to 19 km) isvery similar to that corresponding to576

the altitude of 20 km (figure 5). However, the main point to retain from this figure is a confirmation577

that the tails of the PDFs are well described as lognormal (Hertzog et al. 2012), and the extension578

of this result to subsets of the GWMF.579
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Dataset Resolution Observed waves

WRF simulations dx= 20 km,dz300 m λh > 120 km,λz > 2 km

ECMWF analyses dx 13 km,dz500 m λh > 80 km,λz > 3 km

Concordiasi balloons Measurements every minute Whole spectrum:f < ω̂ < N.

TABLE 1. Summary of the resolution and expected limitations of the three datasets used to diagnose the rela-

tion between gravity waves and background wind speed. The lastcolumn provides an estimate of the horizontal

wavelength (λh) and vertical wavelength (λh) that can confidently be resolved.
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U , in ms−1 [10,20] [10,20] [20,30] [30,40] [40,50] 50<. . .

WRF, medians (mPa) 0.18 0.24 0.36 0.48 0.59 0.87

gsd 3.2 3.2 3.3 3.3 3.3 3.2

ECMWF, medians (mPa) 0.43 0.60 0.73 0.91 1.13 1.30

gsd 4.4 4.2 4.5 4.7 4.8 4.7

Balloons, medians (mPa) 2.56 4.00 4.95 6.28 8.24 10.8

gsd 2.1 1.9 1.9 1.9 2.0 1.9

TABLE 2. Characteristics of the PDFs of the GWMF from the three datasets,in each of the wind speed

intervals. Medians are indicated in mPa, geometric standard deviations (gsd) are dimensionless.
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FIG. 1. Two examples of snapshots of absolute momentum fluxes (colors, logarithmic scale) and wind speed

(thick gray lines for isotachs 20 and 40 ms−1, thick black line for 60 ms−1) at an altitude ofz= 20 km, from

the mesoscale simulations of the flow above Antarctica and theSouthern Ocean (Plougonven et al. 2013). The

dates are October 23rd, 18:00UTC for the top panel, November 7th, 2005, 12:00UTC for the bottom panel.
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FIG. 2. Trajectories of the nineteen Concordiasi balloons above Antarctica and hte Southern Ocean (gray

points, one every 12 hours), along with the outline (thick orange line) of the non-orographic region used for the

analysis of the three datasets (region 5 from Plougonven et al. (2013)).
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FIG. 3. Winds averaged from September to December 2010, from the analyses of the ECMWF, described by

horizontal maps atz= 20 km (top), atz= 10 km (middle) and by a vertical cross-section (bottom). Note that

the colorbars are adapted to each panel.
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are as in figure 3.
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FIG. 5. Probability Density Functions of the gravity wave momentum fluxes (GWMF) in mPa from the WRF

simulations, atz= 20km, conditional on the background wind.
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FIG. 6. Same as Figure 5 but for the momentum fluxes calculated from theECMWF analyses, for the time of

the Concordiasi campaign, September 2010 to January 2011.
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FIG. 7. Same as Figure 5 but for the long-duration balloons of the Concordiasi campaign, September 2010 to

January 2011.
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FIG. 11. PDFs of gravity wave momentum fluxes at 30 km, in the WRF simulations, conditional on the wind

speed at 10 km.
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FIG. 13. PDFs of GWMF atz= 10km conditional on different indicators of tropospheric jet/front activity.

First panel: conditional on the absolute value of surface vorticity, by increments of 0.510−4s−1. Second panel:

conditional on the absolute value of relative vorticity atz= 5km, by increments of 0.510−4s−1. Third panel:

conditional on surface pressure anomaly, sorted by increments of10 hPa.
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FIG. 14. PDFs of GWMF conditional on the absolute values of relative vorticity at the surface (top) and at the

mid-troposphere (bottom), averaged in boxes that are 10 degrees longitude by 5 degrees latitude.
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FIG. 15. PDFs of the parameterized GWMF, using the parameterizationof the LMDz Atmospheric General

Circulation Model. The scheme is used offline, for the period from September 2010 to January 2011. The left

column shows results for the parameterization used with the source varying with the tropospheric flow (see de la

Camara and Lott (2015) for details). The right column shows resultsusing a source which retains a lognormal

distribution but with the amplitudes independent of the tropospheric flow. The standard deviations for the phase

speeds are 40 ms−1 for the upper panels, and 10 ms−1 for the lower panels.
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FIG. 16. Example of the fit using a lognormal, for the PDF of momentumfluxes found over the ocean at

z= 20km in the WRF simulations, for background winds larger than 50 ms−1. Three lines are shown: the thick

black line is for the PDF estimated using 200 bins equally spaced for the logarithm of momentum fluxes, the

thin green line depicts the lognormal PDF with the same median and geometric standard deviation, the red line

is the optimized lognormal PDF. Top panel: standard plot of thePDF, showing the emphasis of values near zero

(horizontal axis only extends to 6 mPa). Bottom panel: semilog view of the complete distribution.
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FIG. 17. PDFs of GWMF at a height of 18 km, from the WRF simulations. Also shown, as thin lines, are the

the lognormal distributions fitted to approximate their tails,as described in the text.
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